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Please check that the examination PaPer consists of NINE printed Pages

before you commence this examination'

Answer EIGtft questions only. candidates may choose to alswer all

guestions in the Malay Language. If candid'ates choose to answer in the

English l,angrage,-it * "o*lrrf"ory 
to turswer at least one cluestion in the

Malay l,anguage.

l. prove from the d,efinition A.B = AB cos0 that i.I = l, i.i = 0 and

1.[ = 0 where i,J and I are unit vectors along x' y and z axes'
(20lI00)

Hence prove that scalar prod,uct with i acts as a projection operator

on ttte x axis, i.e. i. A = A*.
(10/100)

Vector A is egual to A,i + Arl + A,[ in one set of arces and to

A*,i'+ Ar,J'+ A,,[.' in another. By r:sing projection with i Prove

that A* = co'A*' + co'Ar' + c*"'A' where cn' is the cosine of the

angle between the x and x' a:res and so on'
(30/100)

a

State the corresponding results for A, and A'.' (20/LOO)

State the transformation between scalars S and S" (20lIoo)

2. A= A.T+ArJ+A,f isavectorfield and.$ is ascalarfield' State the

d.efinitions of V.A, V t A, VO and V2$ '
(40/I00)
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Prove from the defi.nitions that.V.fl x A;= g

felds A and 0.

[zcr ?Lt)

and Vx(V0)=0 foranY

(20l100)

Calculate V$ and VzO for the scalar field {(i)- r= (*t +y' + z')N'

(40/100)

T\iyo vector f,elds are A =2xz'1+ $ - z)i - rxyz[ ana

E=yti - a.7 +x'z'i. Evaluate v xA,v x E,v x (A xE) and

v'(Axn)' 
(loo/roo)

The position of a particle at t is given by

i(t) = a cos(rot)i + a sin(art)J + utR

Find. expressions for the velocity i(t) and the acceleration F(t).

(20l100)

Describe in word.s the motion that i(t) represents and suggest a
physical arrangement in which a particle wor:Id move in this way.

(s0/I00)

How wor.rld you modify the experimental arrangment to produce the
path

i(t; = a cos(cot)I + a sin(ot)J + (ut + pt' ;E
(30/ I00)

Calcnlate the double integral J f(x, y)dxdy over the square 0 S X S d,

0<y<awhere

(a) f(x,y) = (x - y)' (30/100)

iui ti*,y) - xzy' (30/100)

Calculate the volume integralf, f1f;CV where V is the unit cube

0 <r< I,0 <y< I, o<z< I and f(r)= sin(ru<)sin(ry)sin(zcz).
(40l100)
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state Gatss,s and stokes's theorems, defining carefully the terms

you ure. 
teoliool

By using Gauss's

F=xoT+ytj +zzk
0<z<a.

Write down
relating the
current i.

theorem or otherwise evaluate I, F'naS where

and S is the surface of the cube 0 < x ( a' 0 < y < a'

7.

(40/100)

the differenual form of the equation of continuity

density p of a conseryed' guandty to the conseryation

Transform the eguation into integrrd form
eguation does describe continuity'

(20l100)

and e:rplain whY the

(40/100)

'llpo of Maxwell's eguations are V'E = p/e' and

Prove that the eguation for continuity of charge

eguations. (40/I00)

Poisson's equation for the gravitational potential0 is

V20 = -4rcGP

Assume that p is constant and' that S is sphericdly symmetric' i'e'

depends only on the radial coordinate r' so that V2O = +*(t' #)

Integrate Poisson's egtration twice to sii,ow that the general solution

is

, 21frP v
o =-=:I1r.')-'11,

where Kr and IG are constants of integration'
(60/1oo)

vxfr=j+eoaLlat.
follows from these

8.
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Find the gtavitational field.F = Vd = (F,,0,0) and e:rplain

of the two terms in F .

9. It is lcrown that one solution of the diffusion eguation

.4=.4
At Ax'

is the firnction

I
n(x,t) = gifiexP(-x' 

/4Ct)

Confirm this bY substitution.

You may assume that

vzv=+9f" +)r' Of \ Ctf ,/

lzcT 2t Il

the meaning

(40/100)

Use the standard integral exp(-y' )dy = nH to

j n,*, t)dx = 1 for aII values of t.

State the physical reason for this independ'ence of t'

A potential v(T) satisfied Poisson's eguation Vav' = 0 and

only on r and cos 0, VG) = f(r) cos 0' By substitution into

equation derive the differentia-l'eguation satisfied by f (r).

Find the two
egrration.

values of n for which f(r) = r" is a solution of this

(40/100)

I

(s0/ro0)

prove that

(30/100)

(20l100)

depends
Poisson's

(60/lo0)

10.
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